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ABSTRACT
It is considered a group signature scheme in frame of which different sets of signers sign electronic
documents with hidden signatures and the head of the signing group generates a group signature of fixed
size. A new mechanism for imbedding the information about signers into a group signature is proposed.
The method provides possibilities for reducing the signature size and to construct collective signature
protocols for signing groups. New group signature and collective signature protocols based on the
computational difficulty of discrete logarithm are proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In modern information technologies, Electronic Digital Signature (EDS) protocols are widely
used [1]. The variety of applications of EDS led to the development of special types of EDS
protocols: blind signatures [2,3], group digital signatures [4-6], collective digital signatures [7,8],
Approved Group Digital Signatures (AGDS) [9], etc. The protocols of the latter two types are of
considerable practical interest. In practice, a public key infrastructure deployed at present can be
used to support applications of conventional individual EDS. In these types of cryptographic
schemes, the EDS is a pair of natural numbers of a sufficiently large size, i.e. is a two-element
one, except for the protocols of the AGDS, in which the signature contains three elements
(integers). Inclusion of the third number in the EDS is due to the fact that it stores information
about all the persons involved in the formation of the electronic document and in generation of
the AGDS to the prepared document. This information is accessible only to the head of the group
of signers, who can perform the procedure of identification of signers [9,10] (disclosure of the
AGDS). However, the storage of such information in the third element of the signature leads to a
significant increase in its size.
This article proposes a new mechanism for storing the information necessary for the disclosure of
the AGDS and the AGDS protocols with a two-element signature. Elimination of the need to use
the third element of the signature is provided by embedding the information about all signers in
the randomization parameter of the digital signature scheme based on the computational the
difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem. In the developed protocols, the randomizing
parameter is generated not by random choice, but by some algorithm generating pseudo-random
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values. This parameter is formed as the transformed value of the collective signature of signers,
which depends on the secret key of the manager of the signing group (using the manager’s secret
key defines secrecy of the pseudo-random value containing the information about signers) and on
the value of the hash-function value computed from the signed document (using the hash value
provides the uniqueness of the pseudo-random value).

2. AGDS PROTOCOL WITH THREE-ELEMENT SIGNATURE
2.1. Approved Group Digital Signatures
The concepts of group EDS [1,11] and collective EDS [3,8] have significant differences. A
collective signature is called an EDS, formed by a given set of signers. The signature of the last
type proves conclusively that each of the indicated signers has really signed the considered
electronic document. A signature of the first type (called group signature) confirms that the
electronic document is signed by some collegial organization (signing group), and different
subsets of the persons (individual signers) included in the signing group can form group
signatures.
When performing the collective signature verification procedure, the public keys of all signers
are used. When verifying the authenticity of the group signatures, the fixed public key of the
collegial organization is used.
The usual requirements for the group signature protocol are as follows: 1) arbitrary subset of the
individual signers has the possibility to sign a document on behalf of the signing group; 2) the
manager of the signing group can identify all persons who participated in the process of forming
a given specific signature; 3) external persons can’t establish a subset of individual signers who
have formed any group EDS. The scheme of the approved group EDS [9,10] satisfies additionally
the following requirements of practical interest:
1) During the calculation of the group signature the individual signers use personal secret
keys that are unknown to the manager and anyone else;
2) The generation of a group EDS is performed in two stages: in the first stage a draft group
signature is calculated, and in the second stage the manager transforms the draft group signature
into the final group signature (the second stage can be considered as a procedure for approving
the signed document);
3) Any non-empty subset of the signer can form a draft group signature to a given electronic
document;
4) Only the manager is able to identify the subset of individual signers who participated in
the formation of some given signature.
The last requirement in the AGDS protocols is realized by including the third element in the
signature, which contains some hidden information about the persons participating in the
formation of the group signature (the value of this additional number depends on the signed
document and on the manager's secret key).
In the paper [9] it was shown that the AGDS based on the discrete logarithm problem in the
ground finite field provides the 80-bit security with the signature size equal to 1280 bits.
Implementation [10] of the AGDS based on the computational difficulty of the discrete logarithm
problem on the elliptic curves provides the 80-bit security with the digital signature size equal to
only 481 bits. Let us consider an AGDS scheme based on computations on an elliptic curve (EC).
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2.2. AGDS Scheme Based on Computations on an Elliptic Curve
Suppose it is given an EC satisfying the standard security requirements and the point G has the
large prime order q. The group manager calculates his public key as the point L = zG, where z is
his private secret key. Each of m signers (members of the signing group) generates his private
key kj and his public key Pi = kiG, i = 1 ,…, m.

The AGDS signature generation procedure includes the following steps:
1. The group manager computes hash value from document M: 𝐻 = 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀),where FH is
some specified hash function, calculates masking coefficients
𝜆𝑖 = 𝐹𝐻 (𝐻||𝑥𝑃𝑖 ||𝐹𝐻 (𝐻||𝑥𝑃𝑖 ||𝑧)),

(1)

and sends each value i to the corresponding i-th group member, for i=1, 2, .., m. Then the group
manager computes the first element of the group signature
𝑈 = 𝜆1 𝑃1 + 𝜆2 𝑃2 +. . . +𝜆𝑚 𝑃𝑚 .

(2)

2. Each i-th individual signer (i = 1, 2, …,m) generates a random number i < q, computes
the value Ri = iG and sends Ri to the group manager.
3. The group manager generates the random number  < q and computes the values
𝑅 =  𝐺 ,
𝑅 = 𝑅 + 𝑅1 + 𝑅2 +. . . +𝑅𝑚 ,

(3)
(4)

𝑒 = 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀 || 𝑥𝑅 || 𝑥𝑈 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 

(5)

and

where  is a large prime having length || = 160 bits, xR and xU are abscissa of points R and U, and
e is the second element of the group signature. Then he sends the value e to all group members
who have initiated the protocol.
4. Each i-th group member (i = 1, 2, …,m) computes his signature share:
𝑠𝑖 = 𝜌𝑖 − 𝑒𝜆𝑖 𝑘𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞

(6)

and sends it to the group manager.
5. The group manager verifies the correctness of each share si by checking equality
R i = λi ePi + si G

(7)

If all signature shares Si satisfy the last verification equation (7), then he computes his share:
𝑠  =  + 𝑧𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞

(8)

and the third element of the group signature:
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𝑠 = 𝑠  + 𝑠1 + 𝑠2 + . . . + 𝑠𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞

(9)

The algorithm outputs the group signature as the triple (U , e, s).

The AGDS verification procedure includes the following steps:
1. The verifier computes the hash-function value from the document M: H = F H(M). Using
the group public key L and signature (U, e, s) he computes value:
𝑅*= 𝑠𝐺 − 𝑒(𝑈 + 𝐿)

(10)

𝑒*= 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀||𝑥𝑅∗ ||𝑥𝑈 )mod 

(11)

2. He computes value:

3. He compares the values e and 𝑒*. If 𝑒*= 𝑒, then the verifier concludes that the group
signature is valid. Otherwise, he rejects the signature.

3. CONSTRUCTING THE AGDS PROTOCOL WITH A TWO-ELEMENT
SIGNATURE
3.1. The Two-Element AGDS Protocol
Randomized EDS schemes, which include protocols based on the computational difficulty of the
discrete logarithm problem, when performing the digital signature generation procedure use the
uniformly random number that is called randomization parameter (the value t in the protocol
described in Section 3). The purpose of this parameter is to protect the private key of the signer,
i.e. in order to ensure the computational impossibility of finding the secret key from the signature
value. This assignment is ideally realized by means of using uniformly random values as the
values of the randomization parameter.
Protection of the private secret key of the signer is also provided in the case of using pseudorandom value as the value of the signature randomization parameter, which satisfies the
following three requirements: unpredictability, uniqueness, and secrecy.
In the case when the initial values (seeds) of the process of generating pseudo-random values are
known the indicated requirements can be quite easily fulfilled. The last remark shows the
potential possibility of embedding information about individual signers in the value of the
randomization parameter used to form the AGDS.
Indeed, if each document to be signed is unique, then uniqueness and unpredictability can be
defined by computing the randomization parameter t as some value dependent on the hash value
H from the document. To fulfill the privacy requirement, one can specify the computation of the
value t depending on the manager’s private secret key z. Thus, using information about signers as
a seed of some specified pseudo-random transformation that is performed depending on the
values H and z one can calculate the pseudo-random value t, for example, as follows
t = Hz mod q, where q is a prime number that is the order of the algebraic group above which
the signature scheme is defined and  is the number containing information about signers.
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In the simplest case, one can use the list of signers (participating in the formation of the group
signature) as the value . Using his private key the manager can recover the value t, and hence
the value , from the signature. Thus, the manager is able to identify the set of signers who
participated the formation of the given group signature, but the signers have the possibility to
deny their participation in the formation of the disclosed group signature. To prevent such
potential possibility the number  must also contain evidence of the fact that identified set of
signers actually participated in the procedure for computing the disclosed AGDS. It is reasonable
to use the collective DS to document M, which is generated by the set of individual signers
appointed by the manager for signing the document M as the mentioned evidence. Thus, it is
possible to propose the following general scheme for the formation of AGDS:
1. A subset of individual signers form a collective signature to the specified electronic
document M and transfer it to the head.
2. The manager calculates the randomization parameter, depending on the received value of
the collective signature, the value M, and his private secret key.
3. Using the computed pseudo-random value of the randomization parameter, the manager
forms his individual EDS to document M, which is taken as AGDS.
In such a scheme it is assumed that the manager's public key is accepted as the public key of the
group of signers, which he heads. Let us consider a detailed implementation of the AGDS
protocol constructed in accordance with the described general construction scheme.

3.2. Protocol Based on the Problem of Discrete Logarithm on the Finite Field
We denote the bit length of some natural number n as |n|. It is quite easy to generate some 2560bit prime number p such that p  1 contains prime factors r and q of length |r| = 161 and |q| = 256
bits. It is also quite easy to compute the numbers  and  having orders (modulo p) equal to r and
q, respectively.
The protocol with two-element AGDS is described as follows:
Each j-th signer generates his private secret key as a random number xj and calculates his public
key𝑦𝑗 = 𝛼 𝑥𝑗 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝; j = 1,2, 3, …, g); g is the number of signers excluding the manager. The
manager selects his private secret key in the form of the random value z < q and computes his
z
public key L =  mod p, which is accepted as the public key of the group signer, i.e. the value L
is used when verifying the authenticity of the group signature.
The procedure for forming a group signature to the electronic document M by a subset of some m
individual signers with public keys 𝑦𝑖 = 𝛼 𝑥𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝, where i = 1,2, …, m, includes the following
steps:
1. Individual signers form a collective digital signature to the document M:
1.1. Each i-th signer generates a random number ti < rand sends the value
𝑅𝑖 = 𝛼 𝑡𝑖 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝

(12)

to the other signers (i = 1,2, …, m).
1.2. Signers calculate the values:
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𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑙 = (𝑅1 𝑅2 . . . 𝑅𝑚 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝 = 𝛼 𝑡1+𝑡1+..+𝑡𝑚 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝

(13)

𝐸col = 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀 || 𝑅col ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 280 ,

(14)

and

where FH is some specified hash function. The value Ecol is the first element of the
collective EDS.
1.3. Each i-th signer calculates his share of the signature
𝑆𝑖 = 𝐸col (𝑡𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖 𝐸col ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑟,

(15)

where i = 1,2, …, m, and sends it to the other signers.
1.4. The signers calculate the second element of the collective EDS in the form of the
number
𝑆col = (𝑆1 + 𝑆2 +. . . +𝑆𝑚 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑟.

(16)

Then they give the signature (Ecol, Scol), the length of which is|Ecol| + |Scol|  240 bit, to the
manager.
2. The manager verifies the authenticity of the signature (Ecol, Scol) by means of the verification of
the equation
−𝐸

−1

𝑅col = 𝑦col col 𝛼 𝐸col 𝑆col 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝,

(17)

𝑦col = (𝑦1 𝑦2 . . . 𝑦𝑚 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝.

(18)

where

If the collective signature is genuine, then he calculates the pseudo-random number
∗

𝑇 = (𝐸col || 𝑆col )𝑧 𝐻𝑧 𝑚𝑜𝑑 q,

(19)

Where z* = min{zi: zi = z + i; gcd(zi, q  1) = 1; i = 0, 1, 2,...}}, and Hz = FH(M, z) mod q.
3. Then the manager calculates the values
𝑅 = 𝛼 𝑇 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝,

(20)

𝐸 = 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀 || 𝑅) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 2128

(21)

𝑆 = 𝐸(𝑇 + 𝑧𝐸 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞,

(22)

And

where (E, S)is the group signature, whose size is | E | + | S | = 384 bits.
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The procedure for disclosing the AGDS (identification of signers) is carried out by the
manager as follows. By the value of the group signature (E, S) and the value
Hz = FH(M, z) mod q, the manager calculates the value
𝑇 = 𝑆𝐸 −1 − 𝑧𝐸 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞,

(23)

and then the value of the collective signature
𝐸col ||𝑆col = (𝑇𝐻𝑧 −1 ) 𝑧

−1

𝑚𝑜𝑑 (𝑞−1)

.

(24)

Next, it performs the procedure for authentication of the collective EDS for all possible values of
the collective public key, i.e. for all possible subsets of potential signatories. The collective
public key, for which the verification procedure of the EDS confirms the authenticity of the
collective signature, uniquely identifies all signers related to the disclosed AGDS. The fact that
the head indicates a collective signature passing the authentication procedure by their collective
key proves unambiguously that they did form the given collective signature (the probability of
random coincidence is negligible).

3.3. Protocol Based on the Problem of Discrete Logarithm on Elliptic Curves
The AGDS protocol can be constructed using computations on elliptic curves (EC). Suppose two
curves EC1 and EC2 having orders #E1 and #E2 are defined over the ground finite field GF(p).
Suppose also that the 256-bit prime number w divides #E1, i.e. w|#E1, and 520-bit prime number
q divides #E2, i.e. q|#E2. Suppose that for the first and second EC there are given the points G1
and G2, the order of which is w and q, respectively. The private secret key of the i-th signer is
formed as a random number ki<w, and the corresponding public key is computed in the form of
the point Pi = tiG1. The manager computes his public key L using the formula L = zG2, where z is
his private secret key (z < q). The proposed AGDS protocol on the basis of the Russian digital
signature standard GOST R 34.10-2012 is described as follows.
1. A subset m of ordinary signers forms a collective signature to the document M:
1.1. Each i-th signer generates a random number ti < wand sends the point EC1
𝑅𝑖 = 𝑡𝑖 𝐺1

(25)

𝑅col = 𝑅1 + 𝑅2 +. . . + 𝑅𝑚 ,

(26)

𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑙 = 𝑥𝑅 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑤 ,

(27)

to the other signers (i = 1,2, …, m).
1.2. The signers calculate the point

the value

where xR is the first coordinate of the point Rcol, and the value of the first element of the
collective signature:
𝑒col = 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀 || 𝑥𝑅 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑤.

(28)
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1.3. Each i-th signer calculates his share of the signature
𝑠𝑖 = (𝑡𝑖 + 𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑙 𝑘𝑖 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑤

(29)

and sends the value si to the other signers.
1.4. The signers calculate the second element of the collective EDS
𝑠col = (𝑠1 + 𝑠2 +. . . +𝑠𝑚 ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑤.

(30)

Then they directed the signature (ecol, scol) to the head (the signature length is
|ecol| + |scol| = 512 bits, where the bit length of the number x is denoted as |x|).
2. The manager verifies the authenticity of the signature (ecol, scol), by the verification equation
𝑅col = 𝑠col 𝐺 − 𝑒col 𝑃col ,

(31)

𝑃col = 𝑃1 + 𝑃2 +. . . +𝑃𝑚 .

(32)

Where

If the collective signature is genuine, then he calculates a pseudo-random number
z*

t* = (ecol||scol) Hz mod q,

(33)

where z* = min{zi: zi = z + i; gcd(zi, q  1) = 1; i = 0, 1,,...}, and Hz = FH(M, z) mod q.
3. Then the manager computes the point
𝑅 ∗ = 𝑡 ∗ 𝐺2 ,

(34)

the first element of the group signature as the number:
𝑒 ∗ = 𝐹𝐻 (𝑀 || 𝑥𝑅∗ ) 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑤

(35)

𝑠 ∗ = 𝑡 ∗ + 𝑒 ∗ 𝑧 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞

(36)

and its second element

A group EDS is a pair (e*, s*), whose size is equal to |e*| + |s*| = 776 bits, and security is equal
to2256multiplication operations modulo p having the length |p|  520 bits.

4. COLLECTIVE SIGNATURE PROTOCOL FOR SIGNING GROUPS
The proposed method of embedding information about signers in the pseudo-random value of the
randomization parameter leads to the construction of AGDS protocols, which are
computationally indistinguishable by signatures from the protocols of the individual EDS (for
anybody, except the manager of the signing group). Even a subset of signers who participated in
the formation of the AGDS can’t show that this signature was formed using their collective
signature to the specified document.
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The noted in distinguish ability of the group signature from the individual signature of the
manager means that the known protocols of the collective EDS for individual signers [7,8] can be
applied for the cases of the formation of a single collective signature to a given document M,
shared by i) an arbitrary number of signing groups (collective EDS schemes for signing groups)
and ii) an arbitrary number of signing groups and an arbitrary number of individual signers
(schemes of combined collective EDS).

5. EVALUATE THE SECURITY OF THE ALGORITHM
Security of the AGDS protocol based on the signature standard GOST R34.10-2012 against
known attacks is defined by the security of the GOST.
However, it should be estimated security against attack performed by a coalition of the sets of
signers participating in the procedure of the formation of the AGDS. Suppose the signers form
two different collective signatures (ecol||scol)1 and (ecol||scol)2 to the same document and the
manager computes two different group signatures (e1*, s1*) and (e2*, s2*). Then the signers can
compose the following system of three equations with three unknowns z, t1*, and t2*:

{

𝑠1 = 𝑡1 ∗ + 𝑧𝑒1 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞;
𝑠2 = 𝑡2 ∗ + 𝑧𝑒2 𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞;
𝑡1 ∗
𝑡2 ∗

(𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑙 || 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑙 )1 𝑧+1

= ((𝑒

𝑐𝑜𝑙

|| 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑙 )2

)

(37)

𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞

Even in the case of the known value i (one should suppose the value z be known since the value i
is a small integer) solving this system of equations is difficult since it contains one exponentiation
equation and the modulus q is sufficiently large.

6. CONCLUSION
A new method of embedding information about signers in the AGDS protocol was proposed, on
the basis of which the AGDS protocols with a two-element signature were first developed. This
method allows reducing the length of EDS for a given level of security. In the developed
protocols, the signature is formed as an individual EDS by the manager of the signing group.
Only the manager can open the signature and identify those who participated in the formation of
a group signature. When using the proposed approach for the formation of AGDS, the protocols
of collective EDS [3,7,8] are easily extended to cases when a single collective signature is formed
by i) an arbitrary number of the signing groups (collective signatures for signing groups) and ii)
signing groups and individual signers (combined protocols of collective signature).
The proposed protocols and protocols of the latter two types can be implemented by analogy with
protocols breaking of which requires simultaneous solving two different computationally difficult
problems [12], but this question is of interest for a separate study.
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